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riously an  unresisting and spiritless race; were the ceremony frequent
in  the  Upper, instead of the Lower Provinces,  in the midst of a bold
and  manly  people,  the  impunity of the prohibition  might be less pro-
blematical :  in the vicinity of Calcutta,  such was the want of courage
and  vigour of character,   and such  the habitual subserviency of cen-
turies,  that insurrection  or hostile  opposition to the will ot the ruling
power  might  be  affirmed  to be  an impossible danger.    That although
for a time discontent and distrust might  disincline the  people to accept
the amelioration of their moral and Intellectual condition benevolently
offered by the Government, yet the check, if any were suffered, would
be transient, and the disinclination would give way to the expectation
of  advantage,    and  to   a   returning  reliance upon  the  adherence  of
the  Government   to the   principle of   noninterference with   religious
belief. In all matters in which  it is not incompatible with  th*i security
of  property or person.   That it was doubtful  how  far the decline of
the  practice could be  ascribed to the dissemination of instruction, as
little  or no  change could" have yet  affected the bulk of the population,
and the process of self conviction must be precarious and remote.   The
only-remaining consideration,of'sufficient  weight  to justify  hesitation
was, therefore,  the feeling which the abolition of the rite might excite
in the minds  of the  native soldiery;  and on this subject,  although
several  distinguished  afficers considered it dangerous and unadvisable,
yet the majority concurred in opinion that the   Hindu Sipahis  took
little or no interest in  the question.    In the districts from which th*y
are mostly   drawn,   the practice was infrequent;   and it still   mote
rarely  occurred in" cantonments, as the mea were not usually accompa-
nied by their wives;   the 'greater number oad,  therefore,   never even
witnessed   tW rite,   and felt .no   personal   concern  or   prid*  in .its
perpetuation.    Some danger might accrue  from the   instigations of
ill-disposed and intriguing individuals, inimical to British Rule;  and  it
might  be  unsafe to   call  upon the troop-  to take any part in  en-
forcing  the  prohibitory provisions of the   law;  but as  loaj?  as these
>®tsrccs of insecurity could be obviated, and as long as the Sipahis  ieit

